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This introductory exam covers the core concepts and principles of ITIL 4. Try Freshservice free for 21 days
First Name. Thus, the value of an ITIL certification may be greater for enlightened companies that cannot
afford IT project failures. These ITIL gurus have a wide understanding of the IT landscape and can usually
spot trouble with a service design document or implementation plan in a matter of minutes. Credit: Earl Follis
Earl Follis Earl is also a year veteran of the computer industry, who worked in IT training, marketing,
technical evangelism and market analysis in the areas of networking and systems technology and management.
Professional advancements and better pay This one is a no-brainer as professional development with better pay
is one of the primary reasons why people undertake an ITIL certification. As those credits are applied, the
applicant qualifies to test for a higher level of certification. This not only gives you a better perspective to
various IT initiatives, but also ensures your decisions are aligned the bigger business goals. The exam lasts 60
minutes and you will need 26 correct answers to pass. Earl is also a regular writer for the computer trade press
with many e-books, white papers and articles to his credit. Based on the percentage of overlap, Axelos
segregates the overlap categories into low, moderate and high overlaps. Note that you must complete your
Intermediate exam preparation by completing a training course offered by an accredited training organization
ATO , i. Courses are offered through accredited training organizations â€” you can search for one near you on
the Axelos website. This certification focuses on how IT influences and informs business strategy. That said,
earning this certification indicates you've reached the highest level of achievement in your field. Companies
that offer self-paced learning, online course, hybrid classes and flexible learning paths include: Global
Knowledge. This module is designed to get candidates quickly up to speed on the changes to the new release
and sets you on the path to earn the updated ITIL managing professional MP designation. Foundation level
This is the first level of certification. As you would have seen from the above details, each module in the
intermediate of ITIL certification focuses on different aspects of service management. He has written for
numerous publications, including Tom's IT Pro, and is the author of more than computing books on
information security, web markup languages and development tools, and Windows operating systems.


